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Penwest Pharmaceuticals Co.
(Ticker: PPCO)
Activist Investors: Tang Capital; Perceptive Life Sciences
27 May 2009

CATALYST SUMMARY
COMPANY PROFILE
Previous Close:
52 -week Range:
Revenues(TTM):
Market Cap:
Enterprise Value:
Net Cash:
EBITDA:
EV/EBITDA:

2.11
0.34 – 4.22
13M
67M
60M
7M
-15M
Negative

INVESTOR PROFILE
Principal Activist Investors:
Tang Capital
Perceptive Life Sciences
Percent Outstanding:
Cost Basis:

21.1%
20.5%
41.6%
Not Available

CAPITAL STRUCTURE
Common Shares Outstanding
Preferred Shares:
Short Term Debt
Long Term Debt

31,735,442
None
5,483,000
2,741,000

On January 9 2009 Tang Capital (21.1% shareholder) and Perceptive Life Sciences (20.5%
shareholder) agreed to jointly nominate directors for election to Penwest’s board at the June 10
Annual Meeting. The four key election items on this year’s proxy include: (1) the election of
two members to the eight person board, (2) amending the bylaws requiring annual meetings to
be held every April 30, (3) amending the bylaws to require the approval of at least 81% of the
directors in office for various actions and (4) a non-binding request that the board take prompt
action to wind down substantially all business operations.
Since the dissidents own a combined 41.6% of Penwest we can safely predict their two director
nominees will be elected. However, amending the Company bylaws requires a supermajority
vote approval (66 2/3rds of shares outstanding) and obtaining this will greatly depend on how
the two major proxy advisory firms - Risk Metrics and Glass Lewis, weigh in on the proposals.
Given that the proposal to wind down the business is non-binding, the board will not be
obliged to act on it. However, if a majority of like-minded shareholders cast their ballot in
favor of the proposal it will likely be deemed a shareholder mandate and good governance
practice suggest the board ought to act accordingly.
If elected, Tang and Perceptive intend to use their leverage in the boardroom to help maximize
the value of Penwest’s principal revenue contributor (the Opana ER drug) and substantially
reduce all other costs associated with the business (i.e. wind down all other business
operations). If managed conservatively, the two shareholders believe Penwest’s stock should
trade near the net present value of the Opana royalty stream – which, according to Tang and
Perceptive, ranges from $3.00 per share to $15.36 per share. The wide range in value is
dependent upon additional patents for the Opana drug being granted and upheld before its
current patent protection expires in July 2011.
Tang and Perceptive’s “The Case for Change” presentation can be viewed at:
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1047188/000118811209001346/t65260c_dfan14a.htm

To the contrary, Penwest believes the dissidents’ wind-down plan produces a ceiling on the company’s potential for value creation and exposes them to
an additional loss of value relating to tax credit impairment and a possible NASDAQ de-listing. Penwest believes modifying their current strategy can
generate greater share value in the long run. To this end, Penwest proposes to: (1) continue to examine additional licensing opportunities for Opana
outside the US, (2) establish proof of concept for safety and biological activity by 2010 for a pipeline drug, (3) pursue technology licensing surrounding
their time-released drug delivery formulations, and (4) reduce costs.
Penwest’s “Strategy to Drive Shareholder Value” presentation can be viewed at:
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1047188/000095013509004200/b75646dfdefa14a.htm

ACTIVIST INVESTOR PROFILES
Kevin Tang has been evaluating biopharmaceutical companies for eighteen years as the principal investor with Tang Capital and previously as an
investment analyst with Deutsche Banc Alex Brown, where he most recently served as head of the life sciences research group. Tang withdrew their
board nominations at Vanda Pharmaceuticals (VNDA) after the stock price soared from $0.75 to more than $13.00 following the FDA’s unexpected
approval of their lead drug earlier this month.
Joseph Edelman, the founder of Perceptive, has nineteen years of experience evaluating biopharmaceutical companies. Prior to founding Perceptive in
1999 he was a senior analyst at Paramount Capital and was the senior biotechnology analyst at Prudential Securities.
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COMPANY PROFILE
Penwest Pharmaceuticals http://www.penw.com develops biopharmaceutical products, primarily for rare disorders that affect the nervous system. The
company’s primary revenue source is derived from Opana ER, an extended release form of oxymorphone hydrochloride the company developed and
currently co-distributes with Endo Pharmaceuticals. Opana, which is used to treat moderate to severe pain for extended periods, was approved by the
FDA in June 2006. The company is also developing A0001, a drug targeted for treatment of inherited mitochondrial respiratory chain diseases.

HEDGE FUND SOLUTIONS’ VALUE ANALYSIS (IRRESPECTIVE OF THE ACTIVIST’S INVOLVEMENT)
Like most early stage companies developing biopharmaceuticals, Penwest spends a lot on R&D, is losing money, and has continued to raise capital
through additional equity offerings. This is par for the course for companies in this industry, and the right metric to use in order to determine future
company success, which has little to do with current earnings. More important is the development of products that might ultimately see the light of
day, through a very long process in seeking FDA approval.
In Pennwest’s case, it is difficult for us to evaluate the current products in the pipeline. The company’s A0001 product, to be used to fight
mitochondrial disease, is still in the very early stages of the approval process, having recently begun a phase 1b clinical trial. While we cannot assess,
with any sense of accuracy A0001’s ultimate chances for success, we do know that the large majority of products in phase 1 never live to see the light
of day, and they can eat up a great deal of cash along the way. Research and development typically represent the largest expense component, and in
Penwest’s case, this was $21 million in 2008.
Penwest’s value at this point is the present value of the company’s royalty stream from Opama plus the cash and short-term marketable securities on its
books-$15 million, or $0.47 per share as of March 31st. But given the typical cash-burn rate of a biopharmaceutical company ($2.3 million last quarter
for Penwest) we can’t put much faith in this number. The company does not carry a lot of debt, just $8.2 million in loans payable, $2.7 million of
which is long-term.
Opana generated $4.4 million in royalties this past quarter, more than 83% of revenue, and $5 million during fiscal year 2008, or 59% of revenue.
With Opana sales now ramping up, Penwest stands to see its royalties grow, at least until mid 2011, when a generic form of Opana might be available.
At an effective royalty rate of 11-12% in 2009, and 21-23% in 2010, the company is estimated to earn between $19 and $25 million in 2009, and $45
to $55 million in 2010. This represents a significant amount of revenue considering the fact that the costs of Opana to Penwest are minimal, and given
the company’s current enterprise value of $60 million.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE INFORMATION
Jonathan Heller and Damien Park do not hold any positions in the companies mentioned in this report.
Hedge Fund Solutions, LLC and/or its affiliates (the “Firm”) may have a consulting relationship with the Company or Investment Firms (the “Companies”) featured in
this report. Readers should not make any investment decision without first conducting their own thorough due diligence. The information contained in this report is not a
complete analysis of every material fact with respect to the company, industry, or security and is not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security. Although opinions
and estimates expressed in this report reflect the current judgment of the Firm, the information upon which such opinions and estimates are based is not necessarily
updated on a regular basis nor can the Firm be, in any way, considered liable for the future investment performance of any securities or strategies discussed. In addition,
opinions are subject to change without notice. The Firm from time to time may perform consulting services for companies mentioned in this report and may occasionally
possess material, nonpublic information regarding such companies. This information is not used in the preparation of this report. Facts and other information contained
in this report have been obtained from the public sources considered reliable but are not guaranteed in any way.
The Firm may actively trade in the securities of the Companies for its own account. At any time, the Firm, funds it manages and/or its employees or their family
members may have a long or short position in registered or non-registered securities or in options on any such security of any company mentioned in this report.
No Advice or Solicitation
Hedge Fund Solutions, LLC is not an investment, legal, or tax advisor, and none of the information available through the Firm is intended to provide tax, legal or
investment advice. Nothing provided through this report, our website or our blogs http://activistinvesting.blogspot.com/ and http://stocksbelowncav.blogspot.com/
constitutes a solicitation by Hedge Fund Solutions of the purchase or sale of securities.
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CATALYST INVESTMENT RESEARCH™
Combining Shareholder Activism & Deep Value Company Analysis
“The Catalyst Investment Research report not only finds where the hidden gems are buried but
also brings along the excavation equipment to help dig up the value.”

PRINCIPALS

- Ron Orol, Author
Extreme Value Hedging: How Activist Hedge Funds are Taking on the World

Damien Park, President & CEO
Mr. Park is an expert on shareholder
activism.
He regularly advises
boards of directors, CEOs and
institutional investors on these
issues and has been a featured
commentator on RealMoney.com discussing
activist investments.
Damien is often quoted in publications like The
Wall Street Journal, BusinessWeek, CFO
Magazine, The Deal, CNN Money, The New York
Times, The Nikkei and Newsweek Japan.
In addition, Damien is the chairman of the largest
activist investing conference in the world and
manages The Official Activist Investing Blog.

OVERVIEW
This professional grade research is dedicated to uncovering undervalued publicly traded companies
that could have the potential to generate outsized returns due to an activist investor's involvement.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Our research team analyzes EVERY active investment disclosure with the SEC and determines the
most compelling catalyst investment opportunity for further examination. The research focuses on
companies with extraordinary value potential where activist investors have taken sizeable investment
positions and are pressing management to unlock hidden pockets of value.

PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE
Catalyst Investment Research Portfolio

dpark@hedgerelations.com

Jonathan Heller, Partner
Mr. Heller, CFA, is an expert on
value investing. He is a Partner at
Hedge Fund Solutions, the President
of KEJ Financial Advisors and a
featured commentator on RealMoney.com
discussing deep value investments.
Previously, Jon was with SEI Investments after
spending 17 years at Bloomberg Financial Markets
in various roles which included the management of
Bloomberg's Equity Fundamental Research
Department and Bloomberg's Equity Data
Research Department. Jon was also a senior
markets editor of Bloomberg's Publishing Group, a
writer for Bloomberg Personal Finance Magazine,
and an associate editor and contributor for
Bloomberg Markets Magazine.
In addition, Jon manages the blog Cheap Stocks:
Below Net Current Asset Value, Real Estate and
other Value Strategies.

Date

Share
Price

Current
Price

Gain

TIER

4-Mar

5.01

6.04

32.5%

AVGN

24-Mar

1.13

1.26

14.2%

CTO

8-Apr

29.03

30.96

16.4%

TECUA

24-Apr

7.60

11.17

9.7%

CHE

8-May

40.56

38.67

-4.7%

Company

“Damien and Jon deliver a
very compelling research
product. Nobody does a
better job of analyzing solid
companies with a very real
and quantifiable catalyst for
value improvement. I’m a
subscriber and highly
recommend it to others.”
- Timothy Brog
Locksmith Capital Management

13.6%
As of May 26 2009

FREQUENCY & COST; ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
For an annual subscription price of $1,000 members will receive a minimum of 24 company-specific
Catalyst Investment Research™ reports as frequently as two times per month. In addition,
subscribers are entitled to receive the following:
• Hedge Fund Solutions’ weekly Catalyst Equity Research Report™ at no added cost.
An in-depth weekly research report, emailed every Monday afternoon, featuring all of the
companies where activist investors have taken substantial positions over the past week.
• Featured articles and white papers on shareholder activism from leading experts.
• Special discounts to conferences & seminars on activist investing and value investing.

jheller@hedgerelations.com

Become a Subscriber!
email research@hedgerelations.com for payment options
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